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Figure 1. Architectural layers of WSN
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Application layer: It defines a standard set

cost because some function of transmission power

of

primitives

which later depends upon several metrics like path

available to a programmer independently

loss, Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR),

on their implementation on every kind of

Bit Error Rate (BER), etc. A comprehensive, cross

platform.

layered scheme of energy efficiency solutions

Transport layer: It helps to maintain a flow

seems to be the best approach to manage the

of the data if the sensor layer application

problem of energy efficiency as represented in

requires it. This layer is mainly needed

Figure 2.

services

and

interface

when the system to be accessed through
COVERAGE AND CONNECTIVITY

Network layer: This layer takes care of

RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS



routing the data, managing all the process
of selecting paths along which the data
has to be sent in the network.


Data Link layer: This layer provides the
multiplexing of data streams, detection of
data frames and Medium Access Control
MAC.



APPLICATION LAYER

QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS)

the Internet or other external networks.

TRANSPORT LAYER

NETWORK LAYER
MAC LAYER
PHYSICAL LAYER

Physical layer: It is responsible for power
SECURITY ASPECTS

selection, modulation and data encryption.

Figure 2. Cross layer issues in WSNs
III.

LITERATURE SURVEY

One of the major issues of Wireless Sensor
Network is Energy Consumption. This issue is
considered separately at different layer of protocol
stack. At Network Layer, inefficient routing of
packets can lead to waste of energy. A protocol
that needs many routing advertisements will make
use of sensor energy to send them, reducing the
network lifetime [4]. Thus protocols that are energy
efficient can help to reduce energy consumption by
avoiding retransmission and less control packets.
At Data Link Layer, the error control methods are
needed as wireless links are not reliable. In order
to avoid collisions, Wireless Sensor Networks
should use disputation less medium access and
coordinated

sleep

schedules.

But

all

these

solutions are energy consuming, as the methods
used to solve them require resources from one or
more nodes. Therefore every proposed solution
needs to be energy efficient. At Physical Layer,
transmission power is to be optimized so as to
have energy efficient routing protocol, since most
of the energy efficient routing protocol assigns link
www.i3cpublications.org

Cross-layer design [9] states that parameters of
two or more layers can be retrieved and/or
changed in order to achieve an optimization
objective. A few cross-layer protocols have been
proposed for Wireless Sensor Networks. These
cross-layer protocols optimize the different layers
among Physical (PHY), Medium Access Control.
In Babulal K, Tewari R, Cross Layer
Design for the cooperative transmission in wireless
sensor

networks

[5],

the

information

of

the

Physical Layer and MAC sub layer is sent to the
network layer and the information of the network
is transmitted to below layers. Information about
the physical channel condition is transmitted from
physical layer to network layer. The data rate and
power information are passed from network layer
down to the physical interface. In Liu CH, Gkelias
A, Hou Y, Leung K, the Cross-layer design for QoS
in wireless networks [6], authors proposed a
unified cross-layered framework that consists of
the connection admission control together with
QoS routing in the network layer and distributed
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which

is
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between

an

congestion.

transmission

efficient

distributed fair scheduler and a multi-constrained

used.
amount

Different

QoS routing algorithm. In [7], authors performed

of data transfer,

protocols

the

require

used.

routing

decision

which

results

in

the

successive competitions at the medium access

is

Application

Large

more

are

memory.

level. The next hop which is to be selected based
on the progress and the transmit power is
successively increased until the most efficient
mode is found. These above works provides the
simulation results without any communication
protocol design and performs a cross-layer design
within limited scope, which do not consider all the
layers of the protocol stack that involves in the

V.

PROPOSED WORK

By the above cross-layer principle, we
design the cross-layer energy efficient protocols as
in Figure 5.1 [9].
Choose forwarding node depending upon path
loss (STATELESS ROUTING)

communication in Wireless Sensor Network. Thus
there is a need of cross layer energy efficient
protocol design. Cross-layer approach from above

Net
Layer

Avoid Collision
Schedule Duty Cycle
Avoid Overhearing

considers the interactions between corresponding

MAC
Layer

protocol layers.
Calculate threshold transmission power level
IV.

COMPARITIVE STUDY

In this paper, we discuss the comparison of the
MAC-layer protocols in Table 1.
Issue

Techniques

proposed protocol
to

handle issue
Physical

Signal

fading,

Low

Firstly at physical layer, the protocol calculates the

power

shadowing and

modulation

path loss effect.

techniques

participate in contention or not to be a relay node.

Provides

data

Secondly at network layer, a node with larger RSSI

protocol

streams,

data

value (or with a shorter path loss as compared to

for
sensor

frames and MAC

the sender) is selected for the data forwarding task

network,

as next-hop node. Thirdly at MAC layer we form

determination

the awake/sleep period scheme for each sensor

of lower bounds

node. By this scheme, a node must be awake if it

on energy.

Transport

Using path loss, a node decides whether to

Requirement of
mobile

Network

path loss on the basis of the RSSI by means of
beacon packet transmission from the sink node.

are

used.
Data Link

Phy
Layer

Figure 5.1. Cross layer design of the

Table 1: Comparison of MAC-layer protocols
Layer

Calculate Path Loss based upon RSSI

actually takes part in the transmission activity;

Routing data in

Adjust the routing

otherwise it continues to keep asleep in the rest of

network.

protocols

time. Finally again at physical layer, this algorithm

Packet loss and

according

to

obtains the threshold transmission power level

availability

of

between the transmitting node and the selected

memory, energy.

next hop node and data transmission takes place

Hop

with minimum transmission power level just above

by

hop

the threshold transmission power level.
www.i3cpublications.org
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protocol for improving the lifetime of
CONCLUSIONS
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